motions. This methodology allows investigating in detail the vibrational fingerprint of the excitation energy of advanced materials such as MOFs and gives perspectives to tailor materials toward new light-based applications.
Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) define a versatile class of crystalline, porous materials, constructed from inorganic clusters that are linked by organic moieties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Owing to the large number of both organic and inorganic building blocks available, MOFs have a high level of tunability. In combination with the large pores and high surface area, this explains why these materials are considered for many potential applications, in particular in the fields of catalysis, gas storage, chemical sensing and separation [6] [7] [8] . More recently, the research domain of MOFs is extended toward light-based applications, more specifically their use in photocatalysis [9, 10] and as luminescent materials [11] .
In this view, the class of UiO-66 materials has been thoroughly investigated, giving special attention to how the tunability of the framework affects the light-related properties [12] . UiO-66 frameworks consist of Zr-O octahedron corners and benzodicarboxylic acid linkers (BDC). The structure of the framework and the different building units are shown in Fig. 1 . These materials are known to be very stable and have been intensively studied for a whole range of applications [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . A synergic combination of experimental XRPD and EXAFS measurements and theoretical ab initio simulations proved necessary to reveal the correct geometrical structure of UiO-66, as reported by Valenzano et al. [19] . In addition to the prototype UiO-66 material, the amino-functionalized variants have been studied for photocatalytic applications. Garcia et al. showed that the NH 2 group shifts the absorption spectrum toward the visible range [20] . Sun et al. [21] proposed a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) occurring in the framework, based on photoluminescence data. Theoretically, however, this LMCT transfer in the visible range seems less efficient than expected [23] . Other ligand substituents have also been considered, using experimental or theoretical methods or a combination thereof. Shen et al. could correlate the rate coefficients with the Hammett coefficients and proposed that the functional groups would promote charge transport and separation of the carriers in the framework [23] .
Recent studies on the periodic UiO materials confirmed the experimental band gap modulations via calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) and attributed it to an extra electronic band appearing in the materials band gap [24, 25] . Some of the presenting authors also investigated the optical characteristics of mono-and disubstituted UiO-66-X frameworks (with X=OH, NH 2 and SH) using ab initio methods in direct comparison with experimental UV/Vis measurements [23] . The theoretical spectra were obtained using time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT). To enhance the link between the experimental and theoretical conditions, temperature effects were included via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the isolated linkers allowing to include their inherent flexibility. Subsequently, averaged absorption properties were obtained using snapshots generated during the ab initio MD runs. Distinct influences are found from the nuclear dynamics on the calculated excitation energies. However, at that point, the precise origin of these differences was unclear and this inspired us to perform a more in-depth analysis. This study followed the procedure as proposed by the group of Barone et al., who demonstrated that averaging over different configurations-generated during an MD simulationleads to reliable dynamic estimations of transition properties in good agreement with experimental data [26] [27] [28] [29] . Such methodology was previously successfully applied for a large variety of systems, ranging from small gas phase molecules over solvated dyes to dyes occluded in a porous zeolitic environment [29] [30] [31] [32] . In the majority of the studies, the electronic transitions are calculated using TD-DFT in its linear response formulation, since it offers a good accuracy/computational cost ratio [33] [34] [35] .
The aim of the present contribution is to gain a better understanding of which vibrational modes affect calculated electronic transitions in UiO-type materials. To this end, we will compare static excitation energies with dynamic averages, obtained using distorted geometries generated during MD runs. This is done for 9 UiO-type frameworks, bearing a variety of organic linkers as shown in Fig. 2 , to study induced effects on the excitation spectra. The top figure represents BDC and BPDC (4,4′-biphenyl-dicarboxylate) linkers present in the pristine UiO-66 and UiO-67 materials and some other functionalized derivatives. These structures have previously been synthesized by various groups, and their absorption properties and/or photocatalytic performance have been tested [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Additionally, Fig. 2 includes 2 aliphatic linker models, constituting UiO-66-oxal and UiO-66-CC. These hypothetical UiOs are included as they can provide more insight in the framework motions due to their reduced set of possible vibrations. Due to their reduced conjugation compared to the aromatic linkers, these materials are not expected to absorb in the visual range. All frameworks share the same octahedral Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 4 inorganic building unit. Herein we want to explore which vibrational modes impact the observed absorption spectrum. We will employ an analysis method recently proposed by some of the presenting authors, which is based on a comparison of the velocity power spectra (VPS) with the power spectra of the transition energies (the so-called ǫPS) [36] . By comparison with both power spectra, the vibrational fingerprint of the excitation energies can be unraveled. Here, the influence of the UiO framework will be explicitly included via MD simulations on the fully periodic structure. By comparing vibrational spectra of the pure linker versus the fully periodic UiOs, the influence of the UiO framework on the characteristic vibrational frequencies and absorption properties can be directly assessed. This is the first time the procedure based on the comparison of power spectra is used on large extended systems such as the UiO materials. The complete understanding of the light absorption properties is important for the further development of these frameworks as photoactive materials.
Overall, elucidating the vibrational features of complex materials offers detailed molecular-scale information. It is well known that IR spectroscopy can be of great help in the characterization of MOF materials [37] . In addition to numerous experimental studies, theoretical examinations are ideally suited to provide very detailed information on the geometrical structure of the constituent atoms and building units of the porous materials. Thus far, vibrational frequencies based on static quantum-mechanical calculations within the harmonic oscillator approximation are usually employed [38] . The calculated frequencies can be scaled to reproduce well-known characteristic peaks, in order to account for lack of anharmonicity and errors due to the employed level of theory. For the UiO-66-and UiO-67-type materials, IR spectra were obtained using such a static ab initio approach [19, 39] . Valenzano et al. found a good agreement between harmonic frequencies of the hydroxylated and dehydroxylated UiO-66 framework and experimental FTIR data. The theoretical periodic data allowed to assign the main IR peaks, and moreover, changes in the skeletal modes (between 400 and 800 cm −1 ) suggested clear distortions of the inorganic ZrO units upon (de)hydration [19] . From the same group, a similar study on the UiO-67 material appeared, assigning in detail the observed IR peaks [39] . More recently, VPS derived from MD simulations have become an interesting alternative to static frequencies, including the anharmonicity of the surface as well as temperature effects in a natural way. To date, VPS of zeolitic materials have been calculated successfully to elucidate the framework vibrations [40] , but this is not yet a routine strategy for MOFs. Leus et al. [41] reported VPS of Au nanoparticles loaded in UiO-66, which were found to be in good agreement with experimental spectra. Furthermore, Greathouse and Allendorf [42] obtained VPS from force field data in order to discuss the slow torsional motion (40 cm −1 ) of the aromatic rings in IRMOF-1 which they validated via NMR measurements. The provided vibrational fingerprint of the set of isoreticular UiOs will contribute to previous investigations. A detailed analysis of the VPS and the link with the excitation properties is thus far missing. This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, a brief summary is given on the calculation and interpretation of power spectra using either velocities or a spectroscopic property. Section 3 contains the computational details. The optical properties and vibrational fingerprints of the UiO frameworks are discussed in Sect. 4, starting with an overview of the calculated absorption data (Sect. 4.1), followed by an examination of the characteristic frequencies (Sect. 4.2) and, finally, in-depth discussion of the link between the vibrational motions and changes in the excitation energies (Sect. 4.3). We end by formulating the conclusions in Sect. 5.
Methodology to calculate VPS and ǫPS
A velocity power spectrum (VPS) generated by a MD simulation contains all information about the internal vibrational modes (associated with vibrational coordinates Q i ) with frequencies ω i and hence expresses the change in the molecular structure during the MD run [43, 44] . The VPS is defined as [44] : Fig. 2 Representation of linkers studied in this work. When X=H, the materials are called UiO-66 and UiO-67 for a system with N nuclei and where v l,α is the αth Cartesian component of the velocity of the l′th nucleus. The VPS show high intensities at frequencies corresponding to the vibrational energy levels. Selecting particular atoms and hence constructing partial VPS allow to further refine the location of each mode. The decomposition of VPS into molecular motions is not straightforward for large molecular systems. A principal component analysis (PCA) [45] will be performed to determine the coordinates Q i . PCA is in particular suitable for describing global motions of the system under investigation. Further details of the analysis are given in Ref. [36] . Sampling of the ground-state potential energy surface and subsequent computation of the vertical excitation energy ǫ for distinct snapshots creates a time series of ǫ(n) values. The excitation energy ǫ hence becomes a function of time and similar to the VPS, and the corresponding power spectrum of the excitation energy (ǫ PS) is characteristic of fluctuations in ǫ. It is defined as
In Ref. [36] it was reported that one needs to examine the overlap between I ǫPS and I VPS to determine the correlations between internal motions and the electronic spectrum generated by the vertical transition energy ǫ. Figure 3 conceptually clarifies this computational analysis. Peaks coinciding in the ǫPS and VPS correspond to coordinates for which the excitation energy changes linearly, indicated as linearly active coordinates in Fig. 3 . This can however not explain a shift of the average excitation energy obtained via the dynamic approach (defined as ǫ dyn ) to the static excitation (defined as ǫ stat )-since they coincide-if this coordinate is sufficiently sampled. This shift is caused by higher order, in particular quadratic, terms. The quadratic contributions can be identified by comparing the ǫPS where the frequency axis is now scaled with 1/2 with the original VPS. In case of an overlap in this situation, the corresponding vibrational mode of the quadratically active coordinate contributes to the shift between the static and dynamic excitation energy (see Fig. 3 ). For further details, we refer to our previous investigation [36] . 
Computational details
Geometries are generated using a static geometry optimization or via dynamics simulations. The potential energy surface of the ground state is sampled using molecular dynamics on a DFT level of theory (Sect. 3.1). This sampling allows to include temperature as well as anharmonic effects. The sampling involves either the finite organic linker in gas phase (referred to as 'gas phase') or the fully periodic UiO (referred to as 'periodic'). Thereafter, a large number of snapshots are extracted from the generated MD runs, and for each snapshot, a static TD-DFT simulation is performed on a finite model representing the organic linker (Sect. 3.2). These resulting excitation energies will be systematically labeled 'dynamic', in contrast to the values involving the optimized structures which will be labeled 'static'.
DFT simulations for the generation of geometries
Ab initio optimizations and molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations on both the isolated linkers and full periodic UiO-type frameworks were carried out using the CP2K software package [46] . They were performed using the PBE functional. Empirical dispersion corrections (DFT-D3) were added to include long-range van der Waals interactions [47] . These ab initio simulations were done with the Gaussian and plane waves (GPW) method [48] , using a DZVP Gaussian basis set and a plane wave basis set with a cutoff of 350 Ry using the Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials [49, 50] .
For the AIMD simulations, the systems were initially heated to the desired temperature of 300 K using a CSVR thermostat [51] , followed by MD runs using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat consisting of 5 coupled heat baths [52, 53] . The total sampling time of the NVT simulations at 300 K was 35 ps for the gas phase linkers and 27 ps for the full UiO frameworks using a 0.5-fs time step. Fully equilibrated trajectories of 20 ps were found sufficient for the computation of resolved power spectra. Subsequently, snapshots were taken every 5 fs (resulting in 4000 snapshots) and used as input for a static TD-DFT calculation to derive dynamic averages of the excitation energy (see hereafter Sect. 3.2). This methodology and similar level of theory (employing BLYP instead of PBE) have proven to yield accurate results for these types of systems [22, 31] . The PBE functional is used in this work in correspondence with Refs. [14, 54, 55] .
For the gas phase linkers, a cubic box [cell length 17.0 Å(UiO-66) or 22.0 Å(UiO-67)] was employed, which is sufficiently large to avoid interactions between the molecules. The MOF frameworks were simulated starting from a trigonal unit cell. The AIMD simulations on the entire UiOs were preceded by a cell and geometry optimization, performed at the level of theory described above. In the case of the original UiO-66 framework, this cell contains 114 atoms, i.e., 6 linkers and one Zr-O building block (see Fig. 1 ). The optimized cell parameters are given in Table S1 of the Supplementary Material. The periodic frameworks of the UiO-66-oxal and UiO-66-CC structures are shown in Fig. S2 of the Supplementary Material.
TD-DFT calculations on linker models
Static calculations of the vertical excitation energy on the linkers-either obtained from a static geometry optimization or extracted from the MD runs-were done in Gaussian09 (G09) [56] using TD-DFT. In case of the AIMD runs on the periodic UiOs, the extracted linkers were terminated with two additional H atoms according to the procedure described in the Supplementary Material (section S2). The hybrid B3LYP [57, 58] functional in combination with a Pople 6−311+G(d,p) basis set [59] was employed, in line with previous studies reporting that this method provides reliable absorption data of organic structures of similar size [23, 60] . Solvent effects (N,N-Dimethylformamide, DMF) were included during TD-DFT calculations using a bulk solvent model, in particular a polarizable continuum model (ε = 37.219) within the integral equation formalism [61] , as is implemented in the G09 package. Vertical transitions ǫ can be considered as an initial approximation for experimental UV/Vis spectra and can provide clear insight into relative trends when investigating the influence of linker substitution [22, 31] . Absorption intensities are expressed in units of molar absorptivity (L/mol cm) [see the Supplementary Material (section S3)].
Results and discussion

Dynamic and static excitation energies
We start the analysis of the light absorption properties of the UiO-type materials under investigation by examining the calculated excitation energies of the organic units. Table 1 lists the first excitation energies of the linkers, calculated using a static calculation ('static') or via the averaging procedure as explained in the computational details ('dynamic'). The dynamic averages result from AIMD runs using the gas phase linker or the full periodic MOF material. During the periodic MD simulations, the organic linkers experience interactions with the other linkers or inorganic units in the unit cell. The resulting dynamically obtained average excitation energy of the extracted organic linker includes both the induced effects of the periodic lattice and of the harmonic and anharmonic nuclear motions.
Inspection of Table 1 reveals that when comparing the excitation energies based on the different geometries, no general trend can be derived for this set of isoreticular MOFs. For instance, the dynamic averages are not necessarily larger compared to the static values. Nevertheless, the following observations can be made.
First, the static excitation energies of the linkers obtained from a direct gas phase optimization ('gas phase/static') or extracted from the optimized periodic MOF ('periodic/ static') differ very minorly. This indicates that during geometry optimization of the full UiO frameworks, the linkers are not substantially altered as compared to an optimization of the isolated linker. Only in case of the BDC-2,5NH 2 linker a large difference is found, which can be attributed to the different orientation of the hydrogen atoms of the NH 2 substituents. In case of the static optimization, the hydrogens are located in the plane of the aromatic ring, whereas this is not the case for the linker extracted from the optimized UiO-66-2,5NH 2 material.
Second, the dynamic averages obtained from the AIMD runs show larger differences when comparing the gas phase ('gas phase/dynamic') and extracted ('periodic/dynamic') linkers. The difference ranges between 2 and 34 nm. This already indicates that, as expected, the geometrical structure of the linkers is influenced by the periodic MOF framework during an MD simulation.
A final important observation from Table 1 is that the static and dynamic excitation energies can differ substantially, in particular for the periodic data. For example, for the UiO-66-OH and UiO-66-2,5OH materials, the dynamic AIMD values are 19 and 29 nm larger compared to their static results, respectively. These shifts are due to changes in the geometrical structures induced during the dynamic simulations and will be examined in detail in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 by linking the excitation energies to the vibrational features of the material.
In addition to the calculated excitation energies, also the intensities of the electronic transitions can be taken into account. The dynamic averages are systematically lower compared to the static intensities, as shown in Fig. 4 . From  Fig. 4 , the bathochromic shift upon using a electron-donating substituent is also clearly observable, in line with previous findings on these UiO-type materials [23] .
The origin of the vertical transitions can be investigated based on the involved orbitals of the linkers. We previously reported that for the UiO-66-variants, the transition is mainly due to a HOMO to LUMO excitation, in which the contribution of the functional group almost vanishes in the LUMO orbital [23] . A similar observation can be made in the case of the longer BPDC-2,5′NH 2 linker, where the contribution of the electron-donating substituents reduces from 33 % in the HOMO to 1 % in the LUMO (see Fig. 5 ).
The optimized gas phase BPDC linkers (shown in Fig. 5 ) are nonplanar in the ground state, exhibiting a dihedral angle of 30.1 and 52.2 • of the two aromatic rings for BPDC and BPDC-2,5′NH 2 , respectively. The additional NH 2 substituents increase the deviation from planarity. Some of the presenting authors previously investigated the influence of the torsional angle on the excitation energy in the case of a bipyridine-based linker [62] . For biphenyl, it is well described in the literature that the dihedral angle between the phenyl linkers is nonzero [36] . Importantly, this deviation from planarity in case of the BPDC linkers hampers the conjugation and the calculated excitation energies are hence not necessarily larger compared to their BDC counterparts (as indeed seen in Table 1 ). Moreover, when anchored in the UiO-67 (Fig. 6a) this torsional dihedral will be influenced. Notably, also the dihedral angle between the phenylic groups and the carboxylic parts of the linker influences the conjugation of the system. Both dihedral angles (α and β) are indicated in Fig. 6b . During the MD simulations, the spread in the values for these dihedral angles becomes substantially larger due to the increased temperature. Their distribution for the UiO-67 and UiO-67-2,5′NH 2 materials, obtained during the gas phase and periodic MD simulations are displayed in Fig. 6c . It is observed that for UiO-67 the angles α and β behave similarly when comparing the gas phase (full curves) and periodic (dotted curves) MD simulations. The dihedrals vary around an average value with ranges of about 60 and 80 • for α and β, respectively. For the functionalized linker, the dihedral angles are significantly larger due to the sterical hinder caused by the amine groups. For the gas phase BPDC-NH 2 linker, the barrier between the two symmetry-related structures can be overcome during the MD simulations at 300 K, resulting in the observed peaks at 70 and 110 • (which essentially represent the same structure). For the gas phase MD simulations, the average of β is approximately zero, similar to the BDC linkers (see Fig. S4 in the Supplementary Material).
When placed in the framework, however, the carboxylic groups are bound to the inorganic clusters and thus much more rigid. Therefore, the dihedral angle between carboxyl group and the phenyl linkers is nonzero in the periodic simulations. This effect is even more pronounced for the NH 2 -functionalized UiO-67 material, due to the larger torsional angle α between the phenyl rings.
Vibrational analysis
The MD trajectories are used to calculate VPS spectra, providing insight in the vibrational modes of the UiOs. A detailed analysis of the vibrational motions of all investigated structures is outside the scope of this paper, and therefore, only the main features are described. Figure 7a depicts the VPS of the prototype UiO-66 material computed using the periodic MD trajectory. To gain more insight in the origin of the calculated VPS, partial VPS spectra, separating, e.g., the contributions from the linker and the inorganic Zr-O unit, are also shown. The clear peak at 3731 cm −1 corresponds with the OH Fig. 4 Comparison of the excitation spectra calculated on the linkers extracted from the periodic frameworks using static (full curves) and dynamic (dotted curves) methodologies. The intensities are expressed in L/mol cm. The wavelength values of the peaks are indicated in Table 1 : static ('periodic/ static') and dynamic ('periodic/ dynamic')
Fig. 5
Representation of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals involved in the first (vertical) electronic excitation of the BPDC and BPDC-2,5′NH 2 linker. The isosurfaces are shown for the gas phase optimized geometry of the linker stretching frequency in the Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 4 units, denoted as the µ 3 -OH. This value can be related with the experimental value of 3676 cm −1 reported by Lamberti et al., who combined static periodic B3LYP calculations with experimental data to report vibrational data of the UiO-66 [19] and UiO-67 [39] materials. The CH stretching frequencies of the aromatic BDC linker are located between 3100 and 3200 cm −1 , but these are not expected to be of further importance in our discussion relating the vibrational motions to the changes in the excitation energy. The skeletal vibrations are situated at lower frequencies, i.e., between 400 and 1600 cm −1 , and clearly these are dominated by the linker contributions. These contributions can mainly be assigned to various kinds of ring vibrations, including out-of-plane vibrations (i.e., at 400 cm −1 ), distortions and C-C stretches. The partial VPS show that the vibrations of the Zr 6 -octahedron units are found between 400-470 and 650-850 cm −1 .
The VPS of UiO-66 also reveals three main peaks at very low wave numbers, i.e., at 38, 50 and 60 cm −1 (see Fig. 7b ). These so-called soft modes are associated with the carboxylate torsion and other global modes of the organic linkers, as made clear via PCA and visualized in Fig. 7c . These modes have an important influence on the calculated absorption properties, as shown hereafter in Sect. 4.3. The VPS provide an interesting way to compute these modes.
The selected test set allows to investigate the influence of both linker substitution and usage of extended linkers. Changes in the linker functionalization are most clearly observed in the stretching region above 3000 cm −1 as shown in Fig. 8a . Importantly, the calculated ν(O-H) stretching frequencies of the OH-substituted UiO-66s are found between 3250 and 3450 cm −1 , indicative of mild hydrogen bonding in these structures. This is also revealed when comparing the VPS calculated from the MD of the gas phase linker with the VPS calculated for the linker Fig. 6 a Periodic structure of the UiO-67 porous framework (using the same color code as Fig. 1 ). b Detailed view on the BPDC linker anchored at the inorganic Zr-O units. Dihedrals α and β represent the torsional angle between the two aromatic rings and the dihedral angle between a phenylic and carboxylic part, respectively. c Relative occurrence of the dihedral angles α and β as calculated form the MD simulations using the fully periodic UiO-67 (in blue) and UiO-67-NH 2 (in green) frameworks. Full curves obtained from gas phase MD and dotted curves from periodic MD simulations extracted from the MD of the periodic UiO framework, as illustrated in Fig. 8b for UiO-66-2,5OH. For the gas phase MD, a substantial shift of the OH frequency is found compared to the periodic simulations. This is due to a stronger hydrogen bond with the carboxylic oxygens, reducing the strength of the observed OH bond more in the case of gas phase simulations. Inspection of the relevant geometrical parameters does, however, not result in changes between the values obtained from a static optimization and from dynamic averages (see Table S3 of the Supplementary Material).
Use of the longer BPDC linkers results in VPS which are very similar to the spectra of the UiO-66 materials (see Fig. S6 of the Supplementary Material). Detailed investigation shows that the VPS of the UiO-67 framework show an extra peak at 1188 cm −1 , which must be attributed to a collective mode of the BPDC linker, in excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 1180 cm −1 reported by Chavan et al. [39] . In analogy with the VPS of UiO-66, the VPS of UiO-67 shows dominant peaks at low frequencies. Due to the occurrence of the biphenylic unit, a variety of low-frequency modes-including a butterfly mode, torsions over α and β-is present in the range below 70 cm −1 . The VPS of the two models systems, UiO-66-oxal and UiO-66-CC (see Fig. S7 of the Supplementary Material), still show a lot of vibrational peaks in the skeletal region below 900 cm −1 . Notably, the first peak of UiO-66-located around 38 cm −1 and corresponding with a global torsion of the organic aromatic linker-is now absent. A peak around 68 cm −1 represents a global translation of the central CC out of the carboxylic plane, motions which are indeed still present in both model systems. The C≡C stretching mode in case of UiO-66-CC is found at 2255 cm −1 .
VPS versus ǫPS analysis
To gain more insight into the motions contributing to the shift between the static and dynamic excitation energies, the VPS must be compared directly with the ǫPS (see Sect. 2). The ǫPS reveal the modes that are characteristic for changes in the computed excitation energy. The ǫPS of the investigated 9 UiOs are depicted in the Supplementary Material (Fig. S8 ). All power spectra based on the periodic MD show dominant features at low-frequency modes, i.e., below 100 cm −1 . These modes correspond with the global motions of the aromatic/aliphatic linkers, as visualized Fig. 7 a Power spectra computed using MD of the fully periodic UiO-66 framework (black). Partial spectra using only the information from atoms of the inorganic (cyan), organic (gray) and carboxylic (orange) units are also shown. b Detail of the VPS of the periodic UiO-66: The region below 80 cm −1 , indicative of the soft modes, is shown. c Representation of the characteristic soft modes, corresponding with global motions of the aromatic linker in Fig. 7c for the aromatic BDC unit. In the model case of UiO-66-oxal, such modes are less present, which has clearly its influence of the ǫPS, yielding more pronounced peaks at higher frequencies. Other contributions to the ǫ PS resulting from these organic moieties are the vibrations located between 1400 and 1600 cm −1 , representing, e.g., a variety of ring distortions in case of the aromatic units. Figure 9 shows the ǫPS and VPS in case of (a) UiO-66, (b) UiO-66-CC, (c) UiO-66-2,5OH and (d) UiO-67, in line with the conceptual Fig. 3 . Detailed inspection reveals that although a correlation between the ǫPS and VPS can overall be found, the complexity of the VPS hampers straightforward unraveling which vibrational modes are represented and a PCA is performed. In what follows, the main observations are summarized for the four case studies shown in Fig. 9 .
In case of the original UiO-66 material (Fig. 9a) , the ǫPS look rather simple, featuring a main peak around 50 cm −1 , a smaller one at 38 cm −1 and some minor contributions between 60 and 125 cm −1 and around 1300-1600 cm −1 . Close comparison between the ǫPS and the VPS reveals that all the peaks above 1300 cm −1 coincide in both power spectra. All these modes correspond with various in-plane ring vibrations. This indicates a linear dependency of the excitation property on changes in these coordinates. When averaging during the MD sampling, no net influence is observed on the average dynamic excitation energy compared to the static value. But, comparing the ǫPS with the ǫPS/2 (2 upper curves in Fig. 9a ) reveals that several lowfrequency modes have both a linear and quadratic behavior since the spectra have coinciding peaks. Table 2 identifies the PCA coordinates for which the Q i PS show high overlap with the scaled and unscaled ǫPS. Q 2 and Q 3 are nearly degenerate with main peaks at 50 and 60 cm −1 , with additional peaks for Q 3 . Due to this degeneracy, these modes are not simple linear or quadratic modes. They are instead a mixture of a butterfly motion-quadratic-and an in-plane translation of the phenyl ring-linear motion-as shown in . Although this degeneracy complicates the analysis, due to the presence of the peaks in both the scaled and nonscaled ǫPS, we can safely conclude that the butterfly motion is quadratic and causes the absorption shift as seen in Table 1 . Other modes, such as the global linker torsion (Q 1 ) and in-plane phenyl rotation (Q 10 ), have inherently both a quadratic and linear dependency, due to the saturation of the linker with hydrogen atoms in case of the linkers extracted from the periodic UiOs. In case of the MD simulations involving the gas phase BDC linker, the ǫPS shows less activity in the low-frequency range. This indicates that no quadratic motions are found and, indeed, the static and dynamic excitation energy in case of the gas phase MD simulation is very similar (see Table 1 ).
The ǫPS of the model framework UiO-66-CC show seven main peaks (see Fig. 9b ). The highest peak is located at low wave numbers (i.e., at 65 cm −1 ). Another peak in the ǫPS are located at 2255 cm −1 , indicating that the C≡ C stretch of the model linker also impacts changes in the excitation energy. Again, for all peaks an overlap between the ǫPS and VPS is found, demonstrating a linear correlation along these modes, and thus, a small overall shift is obtained between the dynamic average and static value of the excitation energy (the obtained shift indeed only equals 7 nm, see Table 1 ).
Due to the complexity of the VPS of UiO-66-2,5OH and UiO-67 (Fig. 9c, d ), a PCA is performed. For these materials, Tables S4-S7 of the Supplementary Material list all peaks observed in the ǫPS spectra with the corresponding modes obtained from PCA. In addition to the peak positions, a description of the vibrational motion is given. For the UiO-66-2,5OH framework, the excitation energy computed using a static or dynamic approach differs significantly in the case of the AIMD of the fully periodic MOF: a bathochromic shift of 29 nm is obtained (see Table 1 ). As this shift is not observed in case of the AIMD of the gas phase BDC-2,5OH linker, an important effect of the periodic framework is suggested. In case of the periodic AIMD data, the PCA reveals the occurrence of a quadratic Fig. 9 Power spectra a of selected UiO frameworks: a UiO-66, b UiO-66-CC, c UiO-66-2,5OH and d UiO-67. Partial VPS from the periodic AIMD data, using only the linker atoms (black), ǫPS (dark gray) and ǫPS with scaling of the frequency axis by 1/2 (light gray). A green tick indicates a correlation between the power spectra, whereas a red cross indicates no correlation is found. a The TD-DFT simulations are solely performed on the linkers (either obtained from the gas phase MD or extracted from the periodic MD), and hence, the partial VPS using the linker atoms are employed (see Fig. 7a for . For the simulation of the VPS, the hydrogen atoms are neglected since their contribution to the VPS is dominant, while their influence on the π-system is very small ▸ coordinate Q 11 , of which the corresponding power spectrum (Q 11 PS) exhibits peaks at 381 and 390 cm −1 (see Table S5 in the Supplementary Material). These peaks are also found in the ǫPS with the frequency axis scaled with 1/2 (see Fig. 10 ). These peaks are due to a complicated motion, including the asymmetric out-of-plane motion of carbon and oxygen atoms of the BDC unit and OH substituents as shown in Fig. 10 . This vibrational mode dominates the shift between the averaged dynamic and static excitation energy. For the gas phase AIMD data, all coordinates exhibit a linear behavior (see Table S4 ), rationalizing that the dynamic average almost equals the value obtained from the static optimization.
The UiO-67 framework offers another interesting case study. Clearly, motions affecting the central C-C bond disturb the π-system of the conjugated aromatic linker substantially. These modes are expected to have a significant influence on the resulting excitation energy. The analysis of the ǫPS involving the gas phase AIMD is already rather complicated due to the large number of peaks (see Table  S6 ), confirming that many vibrations impact the excitation energy. The biphenylic unit results in a variety of motions that can occur, and importantly, many of them exhibit a quadratic behavior. Notably, the butterfly motion, torsion of the phenylic rings and ring vibrations (e.g., the in-plane ring vibration at 631 cm −1 ) are dominant modes. Inclusion of the framework in the AIMD simulations leads to a rather similar picture, although fewer quadratic modes are obtained. The ǫPS of the linkers extracted from the UiO-67 framework show 4 main contributions in the very lowfrequency range, i.e., below 70 cm −1 , but only one of these peaks is now quadratic (see Table S7 ). Using PCA, it can be concluded that this peak represents the global rotation of the biphenyl linker compared to the rest of the UiO-67 framework (i.e., rotating over the dihedral angle β, see Fig. 6b ). A second quadratic peak is found at 637 cm −1 and corresponds with an in-plane vibration of the aromatic rings. In these cases, the various quadratic contributions might compensate each other, and hence, the observed shift between the static and dynamic excitation energy is found to be relatively small (see Table 1 ). The case studies above indicate that the analysis based on power spectra can identify the vibrational modes that impact the calculated excitation energy. The characteristic peaks of the ǫPS are given for the linearly (unscaled) and quadratically (scaled with 1/2) active modes. The peaks of the Q i PS are also listed. All data are given in cm −1 
Conclusions
In this paper, theoretical simulations have been employed to assess which vibrational modes impact absorption properties of UiO-type metal-organic frameworks. The excitation energies have been calculated using TD-DFT on the organic linkers. Nine UiO-based frameworks have been tested, varying in linker substituents-considering electron-donating OH and NH 2 substituents-and linker length. In addition to the UiO-66 and UiO-67 materials and substituted derivatives, two model systems exhibiting a simplified linker have been considered. The impact of nuclear motions on the excitation properties have been accounted for by sampling the potential ground-state surface using ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. Subsequently, averaged dynamic absorption properties have been calculated and compared with absorption data from an optimized geometry. The sampling has been done for both the gas phase organic linker and the fully periodic UiO framework. Given the distinct simulations involving various sets of generated geometries, the analysis allows addressing the influence of the periodic framework, temperature and harmonic and anharmonic nuclear motions. The absorption spectra of the mono-and disubstituted UiO-66 MOFs show a clear bathochromic shift upon substitution. In case of UiO-67, NH 2 substitution results in a similar modulation and also indicates that the contribution of the substituent to the LUMO nearly vanishes in the HOMO to LUMO excitation. Velocity power spectra, calculated from the MD trajectories, provide vibrational information of the UiO materials. For the UiO-66-OH and UiO-66-2,5OH frameworks, the VPS provide insight into the hydrogen bonding in these materials and an influence of the framework is reported. The soft modes at low frequencies can be calculated for all UiOs with accuracy, providing characteristic values below 70 cm −1 for the global linker motions, such as ring torsions and butterfly motions.
The VPS are directly compared with the power spectra of the excitation energy ǫPS to identify the dominant vibrational motion(s) responsible for changes in the spectroscopic property. Inspection of the ǫPS reveals that for all periodic UiO frameworks, the low-frequency modes impact the calculated excitation energy. In case of the periodic UiO-66 material, the shift between the static and dynamic excitation energy mainly originates from the global butterfly motion of the organic linker. For the periodic UiO-66-2,5OH material, a more complicated motion, including outof-plane movements of atoms of both the aromatic unit and the substituents, is identified. These shifts are not observed when the dynamics solely involve the gas phase organic linker, clearly pointing out the effect of the periodic UiO framework. For the UiO-67 material, the torsion between the phenylic rings also impacts the excitation energy. The computational tool based on power spectra allows to determine the vibrational fingerprint of excitation properties of nanoporous materials featuring global modes such as UiO frameworks. The resulting insights based on a combination of MD and TD-DFT simulations add to the complete understanding of the light absorption properties of these complex materials.
Supplementary Material
Computational details of the ab initio periodic simulations and optimized cell parameters. Details on the termination procedure of the extracted linkers. Absorption intensities. Structural parameters, including bond lengths, angles and dihedrals of selected UiOs comparing the static and dynamic simulations. VPS comparing UiO-66 and UiO-67 and UiO-66-CC and UiO-66-oxal. ǫPS of all 9 UiOs. Comparison of VPS and ǫPS of UiO-66, UiO-66-2,5OH and UiO-67.
